by Jean Ann Wright
Long Arm Quilting by Jan Crandall

the strip making a partial circle at intervals. Sew 2 strips to opposite sides
of the quilt top, then sew the remaining 2 strips to the top and bottom of
the quilt.
6. Sew the third round of purple borders to the sides, then top and bottom of
the quilt top.
7. Sew the 28693-2 brown vertical borders to opposite sides of the quilt, and
the horizontal borders to the top and bottom of the quilt.
8. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing and quilt the layers together using
beige quilting thread.
9. Fold the binding strips in half lengthwise and press fold line. Align raw
edges of binding with raw edges of quilt top. Sew in place then turn
folded edge to back and stitch in place.
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Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the
complete collection and to download this and other Free Projects.

812 Jersey Ave • Jersey City, NJ 07310 • 201.659.0444 • FAX: 201.659.9719 • info@windhamfabrics.com

Featuring fabrics from the
Olivia collection by Rosemarie Lavin
A portion of the proceeds from sales of Olivia are donated to
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by Jean Ann Wright
Long Arm Quilting by Jan Crandall
Block Size: 6"
Finished Size: 60"x 72"
Number of Blocks: 54

Fabric Requirements
All fabric is from Olivia collection by Rosemarie Lavin for Windham Fabrics
2 yd 28693-2 brown
1 yd 28702-6 purple
1/4 yd 28701-3 beige/brown
1/4 yd 28701-5 green
1/3 yd 28700-6 purple
1/3 yd 28694-5 green
1/4 yd 28694-3 orange
1/2 yd 28694-6 purple
1/4 yd 28694-2 brown
1/2 yd 28698-2 brown
1/2 yd 28695-2 brown
1/4 yd 28699-2 brown
1/3 yd 28696-2 brown
Binding: 2/3 yd 28702-6 purple – cut (8) 2-1/4” strips and sew together
end-to-end for binding.
Backing: 3-3/4 yds 28696-2 brown, Cut (2) 70” pieces and sew together
selvedge-to-selvedge
Materials:
Fusible web for appliqué circles
Brown sewing thread for appliqué
Cutting
(8) 28693-2 brown 6-1/2” x width of fabric (wof) strips for borders, sew
together end-to-end and cut (2) 62-1/2” vertical borders and (2) 60-1/2”
horizontal borders
(36) 28693-2 brown fussy cut circles in different patterns using fusible
web according to manufacturer’s directions
(1) 28701-3 beige 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (2) 6-1/2” squares, trim remainder
to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(1) 28701-5 green 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (2) 6-1/2” squares, trim

remainder to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(1) 28700-6 purple 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (6) 6-1/2” squares
(1) 28700-6 purple 2-1/2” x wof strip
(1) 28694-5 green 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (6) 6-1/2” squares
(1) 28694-5 green 2-1/2” x wof strip
(1) 38694-3 orange 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (4) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(2) 28694-6 purple 6-1/2” x wof strips recut (7) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder of second strip to (1) 2-1/2” x wof strip
(1) 28694-2 brown 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (3) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(1) 28698-2 brown 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (3) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(2) 28696-2 brown 6-1/2” x wof strips, recut (8) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder of second strip to (1) 2-1/2” x wof strip
(2) 28695-2 brown 6-1/2” x wof strips, recut (7) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder of second strip to (1) 2-1/2” x wof strip
(1) 28699-2 brown 6-1/2” x wof strip, recut (3) 6-1/2” squares, trim
remainder to (2) 2-1/2” strips
(16) 28702-6 purple 1-1/2” x wof strips, sew together end-to-end, cut borders
as follows:
First round (2) 36-1/2” vertical borders and (2) 26-1/2” horizontal borders
Second round (2) 48-1/2” vertical borders and (2) 36-1/2” horizontal borders
Third round (2) 60-1/2” vertical borders and (2) 50-1/2” horizontal borders
Sewing
1. Refer to the color photo to sew (4) 6-1/2” squares into a row. Sew 6 rows.
Place the fussy cut circles on the row assembly, fuse in place following
manufacturer’s directions then appliqué to the rows using brown thread
and a buttonhole stitch.
2. Sew the First round of purple borders to sides, then top and bottom of
row assembly unit.
3. Pair up the 2-1/2” strips in sets of two and sew together along the long side.
Recut at 2-1/2” intervals for sets of 2 squares. Randomly sew the sets
together to make (2) strips of 19 strip sets. Sew these set strips to opposite
sides of the quilt center. Randomly sew the sets together to make (2) strips
of 17 strip sets. Sew these set strips to the top and bottom of the quilt center.
4. Sew the second round of purple borders to the sides, then top and bottom
of the quilt top.
5. Sew 4 strips of (8) 6-1/2” squares into one long border strip. Fuse, then
machine applique 6 circles in a random manner to each strip using the
buttonhole stitch. Note that some circles are overlapped on the edge of

